OBJECTIVES FOR 3 YEAR OLD CLASS
BARTLETT BAPTIST WEEKDAY PRESCHOOL

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL SKILLS
SPIRITUAL OBJECTIVES
-become

familiar with Bible stories and verses
-begin to understand that God loves her/him
-begin to understand that Jesus is God’s Son.

WORK HABITS
-follows simple directions
-makes good use of free time
-helps during clean-up time
-uses classroom materials appropriately

SELF-HELP SKILLS
-able to take care of bathroom needs by him/herself
-able to wash & dry hands independently
-is learning to dress self: snap, button, and zip
-can solve some of his/her own problems
-able to ask for help when it is needed

-can play alone or with other children
-plays with different children in different learning areas
-is an active member of the classroom community
-is learning to control his/
her emotions
-can follow classroom rules
and routines
-can wait for his turn
cooperatively

LANGUAGE & READING
READINESS
-talks to teacher and to other children
-speaks clearly so he/she can be understood
-uses words to describe objects and pictures
-uses words to describe what he is doing (verbs)
-can notice likenesses/differences in objects/pictures
-listens quietly to books and stories
-can recall specific details of a book or story
-understands that letters make sounds
-begins to recognize and name a few letters
-begins to understand that we move top-to-bottom
and left-to-right when reading & counting
-is developing a greater attention span

MATH READINESS
-is beginning to understand numbers
-can recite numbers 1-10 by memory
-can count at least 10 objects
-can recognize and name numerals 1-5
-able to sort objects
-can put objects in order based on size (smallest to largest)
-can recognize and name basic shapes
-is beginning to understand patterns

LARGE MOTOR SKILLS
-participates in group movement activities
-can run, hop on two feet, and stand on one foot
-can throw and catch a large ball
-can kick a ball forward
-beginning to move in rhythm with music

FINE MOTOR SKILLS
-uses a correct grip on crayons, markers, & pencils
-holds and uses scissors correctly to cut paper
-able to string beads, use lacing cards, and handle
other manipulative materials
-can trace letters and numerals with finger
-can assemble simple puzzles
-able to use paste/glue

SCIENCE SKILLS
-learning characteristics of people and their
bodies
-beginning to learn about the five senses
-learning about the different seasons and
can describe weather
-learning about animals and where they live
-recognizes and names basic colors
-begins to learn about the passage of time

